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When recruiting talent for
innovation, it’s important to
understand the factors and

personal characteristics that:

Promote creativity, and
exhibit characteristics such

as:

Adaptability, �exibility and
curiosity

A desire for new experiences
and self-actualisation

Independence

Energy and playfulness (while
remaining focused and

realistic)

A balance between pride and
modesty

A willingness to take
reasonable risks

Inhibit creativity, including
the characteristics of

assertiveness, stubbornness,
cynicism, ego, etc.

Key innovation recruitment
questions:

Does the recruit prefer to
serve or be served?

Is the recruit resilient?

Has the recruit achieved
something they are proud of?

Is the recruit a never-ending
learner?

Does the recruit share the
same values to you and your

business?

The recruitment process

1. Knowing your business’
purpose, values, beliefs and

goals

2. Analysing the jobs that are
to be accomplished (the

functions and tasks that need
to be performed)

3. Preparing job descriptions,
 including details of the:

Duties

Responsibilities

Reporting requirements

Working conditions

4. Preparing the job
speci�cations, including the:

Skills

Abilities

Experience

Quali�cations
5. Analysing the recruitment
requirements in terms of the

number of employees
needed to meet capacity

requirements

6. Undertaking the search
process and marketing your
business to attract the most

appropriate applicants

Human resource planning
To build innovation as a core
competency, it’s essential to

ensure you:

Create a degree of excess
capacity, otherwise:

You will not be able to
commit the necessary

resources to establish and
maintain the focus needed

for innovation

Maintain capacity ahead of
demand, otherwise:

Your innovation e�ort will
only be temporary, and you

will not have time to develop
innovation into a core
business competency

Recruitment

Employee value proposition

Compensation
The monetary rewards

employees receive for their
work performance

A�liation
The feeling of belonging that
your employees have toward

your business

Work content

The actual tasks undertaken
and the level of satisfaction
the employees receive from

completing them

Career

The training, development
and long-term opportunity

for personal growth and
advancement

Bene�ts
The indirect compensation

such as time o�, gifts,
entertainment, etc.

Where to look – there is a
range of sources for locating

the talent you seek,
including:

Your network, employee
networks, word of mouth,

etc.

Advertising, including
newspapers, your website,

online recruitment websites,
social media, etc.

Recruitment agencies

Schools, colleges,
universities, etc.

Competitors

Unsolicited resumes

What to say – knowing what
to say should come from

your business:

Purpose

Values and beliefs

Goals

Employee marketing assets

The job advertisement

Brochures

Training, development and
career program outlines

Employment conditions,
reporting and management

framework outlines

Remuneration and other
bene�t summaries

Letters of o�er, acceptance
and on-boarding material

Talent selection and on-
boarding

The selection process
involves:

1. Reviewing applications

2. Conducting interviews

3. Checking references

4. Preparing job o�ers and
contracts

5. On-boarding the
successful candidate

1. Understanding where your
business is currently at in

terms of:

Functional requirements

Task requirements

Skills and competencies

2. Having a clear:

Mission

Business strategy

Innovation strategy

Vision

3. Identifying de�ciencies in
functions, tasks, skills and

competencies

4. Bridging de�ciencies in
functions, tasks, skills and

competencies through:

Recruitment

Training

Outsourcing

Counselling

Principal and agent
relationship

Division of labour

Potential goal con�ict

Potential information
disparity

Extrinsic motivation

The tangible rewards that are
given with the aim of

promoting the desired
performance levels

Salary and wages

Bonuses, incentives, etc.

When they are short-term
focused, used in isolation or

excessively, they:

Can lower performance

Increase employment costs
without improving

performance

Lower your return on
invesement in people

Intrinsic motivation
The factors that drive

motivation from within and
stem from:

Autonomy

The urge to direct our own
lives and have a degree of

freedom and �exibility about
how we do our job

MasteryThe desire to get better at
something that matters

Purpose

The yearning to do what we
do in the service of

something larger than
ourselves, bringing meaning
to work by connecting it to a

higher cause

Getting rewards right

Routine work

For routine work of a
mechanical nature, the

traditional ‘command and
control’ style of management
may still function reasonably
well and is a very useful tool
for driving motivation and

performance

Innovation work

For innovation work,
excessive remuneration and

use of contingent-based
incentives actually leads to

lower performance, as
people are:

Less likely to o�er others
help

Less likely to ask for help

More likely to want to work
alone

More self-su�cient and
sel�sh

For innovation work:

Monetary rewards need to
be at a level that ‘takes

money o� the table’, so that
sta� are thinking about their

work and not about the
money

Make the best use of intrinsic
rewards (providing

autonomy, the opportunity
for mastery and a clear and

compelling purpose)

Rewards for innovation:

Ensure incentives are aligned
with the business and

innovation strategies, and
are carefully selected

Focus on longer term
rewards and avoid high-
powered incentives and

penalties for appropriate
risk-taking

Use a mix of individual and
team (or business-wide)

objectives and key
performance measures to

promote collaboration

Use a mix of �nancial and
non-�nancial objectives and
key performance measures

Avoiding the use of overly
complex remuneration

arrangements

Pay enough to ‘take
remuneration o� the table’,

avoiding excessive
contingent remuneration and

applying a strong focus on
intrinsic motivators

Focus on creating a sense of:

Meaning

Provide a clear purpose and
exciting vision, and connect
the daily work tasks to that

purpose and vision

Choice
Delegate, build trust, provide

security, provide access to
relevant information, etc.

Competence

Focus on building knowledge,
providing challenging work
and feedback, recognising

skills, promoting high
standards, etc.

Progress

Focus on building a
collaborative climate, setting

milestones, measuring
progress, celebrating wins,

etc.

Be very careful about what
behaviours you trigger and

suppress, and be on the
lookout for dysfunctional

behaviour so you can adjust
the incentive program as

required

Employee performance
management

1. Create an employee
performance plan at the

beginning of a performance
review period

Strategic objectives

Operational objectives

Personal objectives

2. Measure performance
throughout the period and

provide ongoing feedback to
the employee

3. Formally evaluate and
review performance at the

end of the performance
period

4. Incorporate any insights
from the previous

performance review into the
forthcoming performance

plan

Termination

On occasion, recruiting
mistakes or circumstances
will make it both desirable

and necessary to terminate a
sta� member

It’s imperative that you move
those people on quickly

In the eyes of your other
sta�, a lack of

responsiveness in addressing
the ‘bad apples’ equates to
condoning that behaviour

and signals that it’s
acceptable – creating a

suboptimal working climate
and a poor culture

Terminating people needs to
be undertaken with great

care

4. Talent Attributes for
Innovation




